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Video  
Transcripts

Level 4

Wolves video (Book pages 8–9)
<0:07> These wolves are hunting bison. 
<0:18> They want to catch a calf because it’s the easiest prey.
<0:35> The mothers try to keep the calves in the centre of the group to protect them.
<1:00> So the wolves choose one mother and calf and chase them for a long time.
<1:27> The mother will do anything to protect her calf and keeps him close to her, away 

from the predators.
<1:58> Then another wolf joins, and it is hard for the mother to fight all three.
<2:06> But she still won’t stop protecting her calf.

Golden Eagle video (Book pages 14–15)
<0:08> A golden eagle spends all day looking for food in the mountains.
<0:27> She can fly over 100 kilometres in one day because of her long, large wings.
<0:46> She can also see very well and find prey over 3 kilometres away from her.
<0:56> There is not much food around in winter and there are other predators looking 

for food, too. 
<1:06> So the eagle must move quickly.
<1:14> When she sees her prey, she dives down. 
<1:25> She can dive at over 300 kilometres an hour. Only the peregrine falcon is faster 

than the golden eagle.

Tiger video (Book pages 16–17)
<0:05> This tiger has lost an eye fighting with another tiger, but she is still very good 

at hunting. 
<0:15> She is going to hunt prey for her family and at the same time teach her cubs 

how to do it. 
<0:24> They are watching her as she runs, getting faster and faster.
<0:30> She doesn’t jump through the air, but keeps one of her paws on the ground at all 

times. 
<0:37> She can move very quickly like this, at over 55 kilometres per hour for a short 

time.
<0:45> But she cannot run as fast or as far as a cheetah.
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